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SpreFix®  in Construction 
 

SpreFix®  can be used in many areas in the construction ma
it is applied seamlessly and without any mechanical fasteners to almost any surface.  

This enables you to for example deliver gapless, smooth acoustic insulation with a very attractive look 

You can apply insulation for any purpose to any shap

Add thermal insulation to the inside of a roof by applying SpreFix directly onto the ceiling.  

Easily add insulation for thermal, sound or condensation control to steel hangars and metal roofs. 

SpreFix®  can actually be used almost everywhere and the more complicated the job is the better it is 
to use SpreFix® . 

 

References 

Barnängen Building in Stockholm, renovated in 2001, originally an old industrial building that was now 
2

®  G was applied for acoustic comfort.  
All pictures were taken in the summer of 2008. 
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Old boiler building , at  Barnängen in Stockholm. Renovated and converted into  450 m2

®  G used for both thermal and acoustic insulation. Note  the vaulted ceilings , a 
® . 
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Studentskrapan in Stockholm.  

The building consists of four parts put together forming the shape of an X. 
On the outside of the gable wall of each of these four parts there is a 
vertical ventilation shaft with a section of 60 x 200 cm. The ventilation 

building now being used for apartments and restaurant the ventilation 
shafts needed to have a better insulation and a washable surface inside. 
Due to a number of reasons the insulation could not be applied on the 
outside of the shafts, it had to be done from the inside.  
An almost impossible task you may think  

The task was solved by Ovacon with SpreFix  G being applied on the inside of the shafts. The ®

an elevator vas mounted at the top of the shaft with a specially designed platform for the applicator to 

was covered with aluminium foil, glued directly onto the insulation.  
The total of the insulated area was around 3 800 m2. 
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Kungstensgatan 45 s renovated around 1998. SpreFix® G for 
thermal and acoustic insulation. All pictures taken in the summer of 2008, 10 years after installation.. 

 
 

 
 


